SimTiki Academy
- Operations Specialists - Professional Pathway

Course Directors
Jannet Lee MD
Benjamin W Berg MD

Course Facilitators:
SimTiki Faculty
SimTiki Fellows

SimTiki Academy for Operations Specialists is an in-residence, program designed to advance simulation operation skills. Flexible curriculum supports concentration on individual operator learning needs goals. Faculty and staff mentors facilitate didactic, interactive, and project based activities. Applicants are required to create a learning plan and a learning contract describing their own goals and objectives.

Goal:
Develop Operations Skills and Knowledge to apply in your home program

Core Curriculum Cycles
Registration is available for 4-10 weeks in each cycle
Longer programs available on request
- Cycle 1: February - April
- Cycle 2: April - June
- Cycle 3: September - November

Target Participants:
Simulation Operators who are interested in developing basic and advanced specialist skills

Prerequisites:
- English Language: Adequate for professional interactions
- Experience: Simulation course completion or, Healthcare train experience and Simulation operations interest
- Interview: Web based/remote, or in person

SimTiki Academy is an ENGLISH language program

Academy Themes:

Activities:
Fundamental Simulation Instructional Methods, Journal Club, Simulation Resource Portfolio, SimBites Faculty Development, Individual Curriculum Project, Simulator Programming, SimTiki Academy Colloquium

Registration Fee:
4 weeks: $6,500 (Base)
5-9 weeks: $1,200/week + Base
10 weeks: $12,000